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x g X r Xy1 Ž . where X rX : X is the set of points of dimension q the q-skeletony1 Ž . Ž . and K K x is an injective hull of the residue field k x . The coboundary A Ž .
Ž . operator ␦ : K K x ª K K y is nonzero precisely when y is an immediate A A w x specialization of x. For a discussion of the commutative theory see RD w x and Ye2 .
In this paper we propose a definition of the residue complex R ؒ of a noncommutative Noetherian graded k-algebra A s k [ A [ A [ иии .
1 2 Ž . We begin, in Section 1, with the generalized Auslander᎐Gorenstein A-G condition. This condition can be checked whenever A has a dualizing Ž . complex; if A is Gorenstein i.e., has finite injective dimension it reduces to the usual A-G condition. The generalized A-G condition is necessary Ž . for the existence of a residue complex see below and seems to be a reasonable requirement if A is expected to have any geometry associated to it. We generalize a result of Bjork and Levasseur to the effect that the Ž . canonical dimension Cdim [ yj, where j M is the grade of the module Ž . M , is a finitely partitive exact dimension function Theorem 1.3 . We also w x extend results of ATV2 regarding normalization of Cohen᎐Macaulay Ž . modules of dimension 1 Theorem 1.9 .
Ž . In Section 2 we define a strong residue complex over A Definition 2.3 . This is a refinement of the notion of balanced dualizing complex which w x ؒ appeared in Ye1 . The strong residue complex R is unique, up to an Ž . isomorphism of complexes of graded bimodules Theorem 2.4 . So when it exists, R ؒ is a new invariant of A. The algebraic structure of R ؒ should carry some ''geometric information'' about A, in analogy to the commuta-Ž . tive case. Existence is proved in two general circumstances: i A is finite Ž . over its center; and ii A is the twisted homogeneous coordinate ring of a Ž .Ž . triple X, , L L Propositions 2.11, 2.8 . In Section 3 we prove existence Ž . for a three-dimensional Sklyanin algebra see below .
There is evidence that many important algebras, including some four-di-Ž . mensional A-S Artin᎐Schelter regular algebras, do not have strong w x residue complexes ASZ . Guided by this evidence we devised the defini-Ž . tion of weak residue complex Def. 2.14 . However, we do not have a single example of an algebra which admits a weak residue complex but not a strong one. We show that the existence of a weak residue complex implies Ž . the generalized A-G condition Theorem 2.18 .
Section 3 is devoted to proving that a three-dimensional Sklyanin Ž w x . Ž . algebra see ST, ATV1 has a strong residue complex. Let E, , L L be the triple defining A; so E is an elliptic curve, and the automorphism is a translation. We show that A is localizable at every -orbit on E Ž . Proposition 3.5 . This fact is used to show that the minimal left graded-injective resolution I ؒ of A is also the minimal right resolution. According w x q to Aj3 the modules I have the correct GK dimensions. Therefore by tensoring with the dualizing bimodule we obtain the residue complex
ITheorem 3.13, Corollary 3.14 .
m A
THE GENERALIZED AUSLANDER᎐GORENSTEIN CONDITION
w x In Ye1 some ideas of Grothendieck duality theory were extended to noncommutative rings, and we shall briefly review them here. Suppose follows that A is a finitely generated algebra. By default an A-module will Ž . mean a graded left module. Let GrMod A be the abelian category of Ž . graded left A-modules with degree 0 homomorphisms, and let GrMod A f Ž . be the subcategory of finite that is, finitely generated modules. We write gr Ž . Hom M, N for the group of degree i homomorphisms between graded
Ž . where N i is the shifted module. Define Ž . Let ᒊ be the augmentation ideal of A. Write ⌫ resp., ⌫ for the
For example, a Noetherian Artin᎐Schelter w x regular algebra A of dimension n has an invertible bimodule s.t. n is Ž w x . a balanced dualizing complex see Ye1, Cor. 4.14 .
Suppose R ؒ is a dualizing complex over A. Given a finite graded A-module M, its grade number w.r.t. R ؒ is defined to be Ž .
Ž .

A Њ A
Then F is an exhaustive filtration, and there is a convergent spectral sequence
The corresponding decreasing filtration
The generalized A-G condition tells us that E p, q s 0 if p -yq. So the 2 Ž . spectral sequence lives in a bounded region of the p, q plane: p G yq < < < < Ž . < < and q , p F d. We conclude from formula 1.1 that for every p F d there is an exact sequence of graded A-modules 
One has
Ä 4
CDim M g yϱ, 0, 1, . . . , CDim A , The AЊ-module M k is called the dual module of M, and it is also C-M: 
PROPOSITION 1.8. Suppose A satisfies the generalized A-G condition.
Let M be a finite graded A-module with
is also an isomorphism modulo ᒊ-torsion. To be precise, there is a natural exact sequence of AЊ-modules
and be the truncation functors of RD, Chap. Ž 0 . H DЊ to the triangle 1.2 we get 0 ª N * ª M. The conclusion is that
Ker s 0, so there is a triangle MЈ ª M ª N ª MЈ 1 . Apply H D to this triangle, and use the fact that DN ( N*.
THEOREM 1.9. Suppose A has a balanced dualizing complex and satisfies the generalized Auslander᎐Gorenstein condition. Let M be a Cohen᎐Macaulay A-module with CDim M s 1. Then there is an A-module Norm M, which is functorial in M. There is a natural exact sequence of A-modules
gives an exact sequence
Taking k-linear duals we obtain an inverse system
n n Ž . and in the limit we get the sequence 1.3 , where
when dualized, gives, according to Proposition 1.8, an exact sequence
Ž . ing the size of cokernels in formulas 1.3 and 1.6 we conclude that lim M ( N. Therefore N is ᒊ-torsion free. Ž.Ž. Norm M , the sequence corresponding to 1.4 is 1.6 , so
Ž . there is a filtration
The subquotients are
We get additive functors ⌫ and ⌫ on the category of graded left
modules. If M is a bimodule then for any a g A, right multiplication by a preserves ⌫ M. Hence the functors ⌫ and ⌫ send bimodules to
2. An A-module M is said to be essentially pure of dimension q if there is an essential submodule MЈ : M which is pure of dimension q.
3. The algebra A is called pure if every essentially pure graded A-module or AЊ-module is pure. DEFINITION 2.3. A strong residue complex over A w.r.t. dim is a complex of bimodules R ؒ satisfying:
q i Each bimodule R is a graded-injective module over A and AЊ.
Ž .
q ii Each bimodule R is pure of dimension yq over A and AЊ.
It is immediate to see that the complex R ؒ is bounded; in fact, The proof is given after some preparatory results.
LEMMA 2.5. The functors ⌫ and ⌫ ha¨e deri¨ed functors
The proof is based on that of Ye1, Theorem 1.2 , which in turn w x
. is quasi-isomorphic to some complex I as above see Ye1, Lemma 1.1 . Thus it suffices to prove that if I ؒ is such a complex which is acyclic, then the complexes ⌫ I ؒ and ⌫ I ؒ are also acyclic.
Denote by ␦ the coboundary operator of I 
we see that ⌫ I is also acyclic. 
is a subquotient of R yn , and hence 
Then is necessarily injective.
When we can associate with A a sufficiently rich geometry, e.g., when Ž the projective spectrum Proj A is a classical projective scheme in the w x. terminology of AZ , one would expect that A would have a strong residue complex. The propositions below justify this expectation. First Ž . consider the twisted homogeneous coordinate ring of a triple X, , L L , where X is a proper scheme, is an automorphism, and L L is a -ample Ž w x. invertible sheaf cf. AV . 
Ž . PROBLEM 2.10. Is R T an indecomposable bimodule?
The second general situation to consider is an algebra finite over its center.
PROPOSITION 2.11. If A is finite o¨er its center then it has a strong residue complex, w.r.t dim s Kdim s GKdim.
Proof. There is a finite centralizing homomorphism C ª A, where w x Ž . C s k t , . . . , t is a commutative polynomial ring, and the variables t ii Each bimodule R is essentially pure of dimension yq over A and AЊ, and there is equality ⌫ R 
Because M is critical and therefore pure of dimension d and R q is essentially pure of dimension yq, cannot be injective. So
has the required properties. 
Let us prove part 2. We may assume M is critical. Then the assertion is a consequence of Lemma 2.19 and part 1 applied to M. Ž Note that the two lemmas work also for right modules exchange A . and AЊ .
Ž .
Proof of Theorem 2.18. We need only consider condition ii of the Ž . theorem cf. Lemma 2.6 . Say dim M s d. By part 3 of Lemma 2.20 we
To prove the generalized A-G condition it suffices to check that q Ž ؒ . dim Ext M, R F yq. We will do so by induction on d s dim M. For PROBLEM 2.21. Is it true that every algebra which satisfies the generalw x ized A-G condition admits a weak residue complex? It was proved in Le w x and TV that Sklyanin algebras of all dimensions satisfy the A-G condition, yet it is not known even whether every four-dimensional Sklyanin algebra admits a weak residue complex.
Let us finish this section with the Cohen᎐Macaulay case. 
is a minimal graded-injecti¨e resolution of , both as left and right module. Ž . R s0 and we deduce the exact sequence 2.2 . By Lemma 2.19 it is a minimal resolution.
THE RESIDUE COMPLEX OF A THREE-DIMENSIONAL SKLYANIN ALGEBRA
In this section k is an algebraically closed field. We assume A is a Ž w x. three-dimensional Sklyanin algebra see ST , which is the same as a type Ž A three-dimensional regular algebra with three generators in the classifi- Ž . Ž . of E k . We shall prove that A is localizable at any -orbit T : E k . w x Such a result was obtained in Aj2 for twisted homogeneous coordinate rings of P 1 , by another method.
k Let B be the twisted homogeneous coordinate ring of the triple
where the exponents are in the integral group ring ‫ޚ‬ and 
Ž . coherent sheaf. So I I p is an injective hull of the residue field k p , and there is an exact sequence 
This too is a bimodule, and is also a graded-injective hull of N on
for U : E open. Then we get a -equivariant exact sequence 
T T T
To prove the proposition we first need two lemmas.
² : Proof. Say is translation by r g E k and T sr in the group 
Choose any affine open set U : E containing T. This is possible Ž . Ž . Ä 4 since T / E k cf. Lemma 3.3 and we can take U s E y pЈ for 1 Ž .
Ip. This proves that ␦ is surjective in degree 0. For
E, T other degrees just twist everything.
To prove the second assertion it suffices, by Lemma 3.4, to prove that y1 Ž w x .
k E has a pole of order at least n. This implies that
T T Ž Finally, by the left᎐right symmetry of ⌫# for equivariant sheaves cf. From here to Corollary 3.14 we will assume the automorphism has infinite order.
Consider a minimal graded-injective resolution of A as a left module: '' g -adic valuation'' and we denote by gr Q the resulting graded algebra. Note that this algebra carries two gradings. Since g is a central Proof. According to Theorem 3.6, I y1 has GK dimension 1. Since no w x y1 Ž . power of fixes the class of L L in Pic E it follows that I is g -torsion Ž w x . Ž . see ATV2, Prop. 7.8 . The other two modules are trivially g -torsion. 
